2021 Off Road Competition

VICTORY
Tune. Race. Win.
Back in 1955, when Yamaha Motor Company
was founded, the engineers who developed
the first ever Yamaha motorcycle decided that
the best way to test it to the limit was to race
it. And it won first time out. Now, after seven
decades of winning, the company’s commitment
to racing is as strong as ever. 2020 started on a
high with the 250SX West Coast Championship
win for Dylan Ferrandis. The Monster Energy
Star Yamaha Racing team rider defended his
title to score back-to-back 250SX West Coast
titles on his YZ250F. And Monster Energy
Yamaha Factory MX2 Team rider Jago Geerts
took a stunning MX2 victory at the first Grand
Prix, announcing an exciting season ahead.
Professional rider depicted on a closed course.

Developed from the race-winning factory bikes,
the all-new 2021 YZ250F gets a more powerful
engine together with a sharper handling chassis
to make it quicker, smoother and more agile.
Both the YZ250F and YZ450F get radical new
Icon Blue bodywork with bold graphics. And
the hot news for 2021 is the launch of the
YZ250F Monster Energy Edition and YZ450F
Monster Energy Edition – the ultimate factorystyle special editions. For 2021 the legendary
YZ250 is once again joined by the YZ125, YZ85
and YZ65, giving adult and youth riders the
strongest line-up of lightweight off road race
bikes – all in new Icon Blue bodywork.

For the last 40 years the PW50 has been the
mini-bike of choice with first-time junior riders,
as it is designed specifically to suit their needs
and skills – to enjoy their first motorcycle and
to start making memories. The smooth fullyautomatic gearbox makes for rider-friendly
performance and easy handling, making it the
ideal first bike to own and maintain.
The 2021 range also includes the full range of
TT-R50, TT-R110 and TT-R125 4-stroke models.
Each one of them built with the same passion
and attention to detail as the full-on race bikes,
and featuring the same Icon Blue bodywork and
new graphics for 2021.

YZ450F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition
Get there. Start here.
Monster Energy Yamaha Factory Team riders are fighting all the way to the
podium in the MXGP World Championships. They’re one of the strongest and most
professional teams out there. And now you can get the look of the factory rider
with the new YZ450F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition.
Featuring official Monster Energy Yamaha Factory Team graphics as well as
exclusive black & blue bodywork and matching blue wheels, it’s the ultimate
production Yamaha race bike. With its low weight, outstanding power and
precise handling, the YZ450F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition delivers the
performance needed to take you into the victorYZone. Its lightweight aluminium
frame gives an ideal balance of rigidity for precise handling and agile cornering
– while the industry-leading coil spring-type forks and linkage rear suspension
deliver exceptional balance.

YZ450F Monster Energy

By using the Power Tuner app on your smartphone you can make instant trackside
engine mapping adjustments for total control in all riding conditions – giving
the YZ450F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition outstanding performance to
match its authentic factory bike style. Get there. Start here.
Monster Black

Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition
bodywork
Featuring exclusive Monster Energy graphics as
well as unique black bodywork with blue detailing
– plus matching blue wheels – the YZ450F
Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition offers
every motocross rider the chance to get a taste of
some factory bike magic!

Yamaha Power Tuner app
Simply download the free app to your
smartphone, and by using your bike’s wireless
connectivity you can adjust fuel/air mix and
ignition timing to suit your riding style, as well as
different tracks and conditions. What’s more, this
innovative system also lets you access valuable
engine and maintenance data.

Handlebar-mounted 2-mode mapping
switch
Once you’ve selected your two preferred engine
maps and preloaded them for your riding session
using the Power Tuner app you can select your
preferred mapping using the handlebar-mounted
switch. This on-the-fly adjustment enables you
to switch the mapping mode – with the throttle
shut – while riding, to give you ultimate control in
all conditions.

Ultra-compact 450cc engine
Equipped with a high compression cylinder
head as well as a durable forged piston and
aggressive camshaft profiles, the compact 450cc
engine gives you the best balance of racewinning performance together with ultimate
controllability. Delivering torque-rich power right
where you need it, the 2021 YZ450F Monster
Energy Yamaha Racing Edition has the ability to
take you to the top.

YZ450F
Tune in to victory.
With its low weight, outstanding power and precise handling, the YZ450F delivers
the technology and performance needed to take you into the victorYZone. Making
this bike the clear choice for every racer who wants to discover their true winning
potential.
The compact engine comes with a lightweight rearward slanted cylinder that
maximizes the performance of the high compression head, forged piston and
aggressive camshaft profiles. And using the Power Tuner app on your smartphone
you can make instant trackside mapping adjustments and tune the engine power
characteristics to gain a real advantage in all riding conditions.

YZ450F

Its lightweight aluminium bilateral frame has been designed to give an idealized
balance of rigidity for precise handling and agile cornering – while the industryleading coil spring-type forks and linkage rear suspension deliver exceptional
balance.

Icon Blue

Ultra-compact 450cc engine

Lightweight rearward-slanted cylinder

Yamaha Power Tuner app

Adjustable mapping switch

Equipped with a high compression cylinder
head as well as a durable forged piston and
aggressive camshaft profiles, the compact 450cc
engine gives you the best balance of racewinning performance together with ultimate
controllability. Delivering torque-rich power
right where you need it, the 2021 YZ450F has the
ability to take you to the top.

The YZ450F’s light and compact rearward-slanted
cylinder is positioned in the chassis to ensure
excellent mass centralization. Together with the
high-efficiency reversed cylinder head as well as
the long and straight inlet and a high compression
piston, this sophisticated design gives you race
winning performance in all conditions.

Simply download the free app to your
smartphone, and using wireless connectivity
you can adjust fuel/air mix and ignition timing
to suit your riding style, and different tracks and
conditions. What’s more, this innovative system
also lets you access valuable engine running and
maintenance data.

Once you’ve selected your two preferred engine
maps and preloaded them for your riding session
using the Power Tuner app you can select your
preferred mapping using the handlebar-mounted
switch. This on-the-fly adjustment means you
can instantly change from one personalized map
to another, on the side of the track for quick
adjustment, giving you ultimate control in all
conditions.

YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition
The ride starts here.
With race wins in the MX2 World Championship and a stunning back-to-back
AMA Supercross 250SX Championship win, our Yamaha riders demonstrated
the awesome potential of the YZ250F. And for the next season Yamaha has now
created the YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition for the privateer racer.
Featuring all of the performance-boosting upgrades that make the standard 2021
model sharper, quicker and smoother than ever, the YZ250F Monster Energy
Yamaha Racing Edition has the official Monster Energy Yamaha Factory Team style
– with exclusive black & blue bodywork and matching blue wheels.

YZ250F Monster Energy

Powered by an all-new high-performance engine and featuring an optimized
aluminium frame – as well as enhanced suspension settings, more powerful
brakes and a slicker transmission – and with the Power Tuner app to personalize
your engine settings to your preference and adapt to all conditions using
your smartphone, the YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition delivers
increased power, total control and factory style!

Monster Black

Monster Energy Energy Yamaha Racing
bodywork
Featuring exclusive Monster Energy graphics as
well as unique black bodywork with blue detailing
– plus matching blue wheels – the YZ250F
Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition offers
every motocross rider the chance to get a taste of
some factory bike magic!

Completely redesigned engine

New-shape exhaust camshaft

Refined aluminium beam frame

The YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing
Edition’s already potent engine was treated to a
host of refinements, including an all-new cylinder
head with an improved intake port shape, new
exhaust camshaft profile, a new silencer, and an
updated ECU and more—to produce stronger
mid- to top-end power and increased peak power,
while retaining its class-leading low-end torque.

A key feature on the 2021 model is the adoption
of a new exhaust camshaft with reshaped lobes
that reduce valve overlap for stronger low to
mid-range punch – and the Denso 12-hole injector
benefits from optimized fuel injection settings
that ensure higher performance with greater
controllability.

The YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing
Edition’s lightweight and agile aluminium beam
frame has been refined and retuned for 2021,
by modifying its thickness at strategic points
and using new engine mounts. By adjusting the
balance of rigidity, these changes give an even
lighter feel to the handling, while also helping
to give a more controlled and less physically
demanding ride.

YZ250F
Tune. Race. Win.
Developed using the very latest technology from the Yamaha’s race-winning MX2
and SX factory bikes, the new YZ250F is sharper, quicker and smoother – giving
you the performance and the confidence that you need to succeed.
As soon as the gate drops you can feel the YZ250F’s new engine with its stronger
low to mid-range performance thanks to the revised exhaust camshaft, lighter
piston and longer con rod – while an all-new cylinder head with an improved
intake design gives a harder-hitting top end. And by using your smartphone with
the Power Tuner app you can select the ideal power profile for optimum race
performance in all conditions.

YZ250F

The latest chassis feels sharper and lighter than ever thanks to the refined rigidity
of the aluminium beam frame which features all-new flex characteristics, and
revised suspension settings – giving you the ultimate combination of precise
cornering performance and handling stability. And the new generation Icon Blue
body with coordinated front and side plates gives a radical and fresh look. Tune.
Race. Win.

Icon Blue

Completely redesigned engine

New-shape exhaust camshaft

More effective intake system

Higher-capacity muffler

The YZ250F’s already potent engine was treated
to a host of refinements, including an all-new
cylinder head with an improved intake port shape,
new exhaust camshaft profile, a new silencer, and
an updated ECU and more – to produce stronger
mid- to top-end power and increased peak power,
while retaining its class-leading low-end torque.

A key feature on the 2021 model is the adoption
of a new exhaust camshaft with reshaped lobes
that reduce valve overlap for stronger low to
mid-range punch – and the Denso 12-hole injector
benefits from optimized fuel injection settings
that ensure higher performance with greater
controllability.

Yamaha’s innovative reversed cylinder head
layout features a front-facing inlet that enables
fresh air to enter directly into the engine for
increased intake efficiency. For 2021 Yamaha’s
engineers have designed an even more effective
intake with additional ducting that gives the air a
smoother and shorter route to the cylinder head
for increased high rpm performance.

Just 70mm longer than the previous design, the
new lightweight muffler gives an increase in
exhaust capacity that dampens high frequency
sounds to deliver a more torquey and pleasant
exhaust note. With its wraparound exhaust and
compact muffler, this high-performance system
ensures smooth engine running and contributes
towards mass centralization.

Connect with your dirt bike
like never before!
The Power Tuner is an industry-leading
digital technology that enables YZ250F and
YZ450F riders to fine-tune their bike’s engine
power character at the trackside using their
smartphone. Riders and mechanics can simply
download the free Power Tuner App for IOS
or Android devices, and then instantly connect
with their bike to make adjustments to fuel/
air mix and ignition timing. In the Power Tuner
app riders can create their own settings, and
by using the handlebar mounted button they
can switch between two of the maps.
As well as being able to make changes to the
engine’s performance, the Power Tuner can
also be used to record race log information
and monitor a range of data, including system
diagnostics, run time and maintenance – as
well as comparing and sharing race logs and
settings with fellow riders.
Learn more about the Power Tuner app and its
functionalities via www.yamaha-motor.eu

YZ250
2 Strokes. First place.
With its explosive power and agile handling, combined with an intense engine
sound, there’s a lot to love about the YZ250 2-stroke. Prepare to be hooked!
If you’ve been around dirt bikes for a while you’ll know that the YZ250 has a pretty
impressive track record. Over the years this thoroughbred race bike has won just
about everything worth winning in motocross and supercross. And some of the
sport’s greatest riders have made their name on this legendary 2-stroke.

YZ250

The chassis is one of the lightest and sweetest handling set ups you’ll ever ride.
Its aluminium frame gives a superb balance of rigidity and strength – and the
industry-leading suspension package features 48mm spring-type front forks
with speed sensitive damping and a link-type monocross rear end. As soon as
you kick start the high performance engine into life you’ll experience its manic
exhaust sound combined with the evocative smell of a 2-stroke exhaust. With the
adrenaline flowing and your pulse racing, you’ll be ready to unleash its explosive
performance and head straight for the VictorYZone!

Icon Blue

Sharp bodywork and bold graphics

YZ-F type 48mm upside down forks

Monocross rear suspension system

250cc 2-stroke engine with YPVS

The YZ250 2-stroke features modern bodywork
and graphics that give a fresh and aggressive
look. The fenders and fork protectors give a
sharp image, while the side covers and seat cover
underline the fresh look – and the air scoops are
fitted with new graphics.

The 48mm upside down front forks are similar to
the design used on our YZ-F 4-strokes, and feature
a separate air/oil system that prevents air from
entering the cartridge for more stable damping.
The forks run with YZ250-specific settings, and
give a light and agile handling characteristic.

The smooth Monocross rear suspension system
consist of a swingarm, shock and linkage, that
are taken from the YZ-F 4-stroke bikes. This
system offers outstanding shock absorption
characteristics together with good traction for
class-leading performance.

The explosive power and strong torque produced
by the 249cc liquid-cooled 2-stroke engine is
what makes the YZ250 so popular, with everyone
from hardcore dirt riders through to freestylers
and fun riders. Fed by a 38mm carburetor and
featuring our torque-boosting YPVS, this 5-speed
powerplant responds instantly to rider input.

YZ125
Agility. Ability. Victory.
To get to the top in motocross you need to put in the hours at the racetrack. Work
hard on your fitness. And you’ve got to make sure you choose the right bike. Light
in weight but heavy on the adrenaline factor, the YZ125 is the most fun that you
can have on two wheels.
Nothing compares to the YZ125 experience. With its explosive 2-stroke engine
power, super-light aluminium chassis and outstanding agility, the YZ125
accelerates, turns and brakes like nothing else. Its industry-leading speed sensitive
forks give you precision steering for faster cornering – and the Monocross rear
end soaks up the bumps to ride with ease.

YZ125

The compact body enables you to rapidly shift your body weight and throw the YZ
around at will – and its razor sharp styling and coordinated blue wheels show off
its factory racer DNA. Discover the ultimate lightweight 2-stroke. And aim for the
top.

Icon Blue

Sharp bodywork and bold graphics

48mm upside down forks

Monocross rear suspension system

125cc 2-stroke engine with YPVS

The YZ125 2-stroke features modern bodywork
and graphics for a light look. And the Icon Blue
fenders and rugged fork protectors give a sharp
image, while the side covers and seat cover
highlight the modern look.

The 48mm upside down front forks are similar
to the design used on our YZ-F 4-strokes, and
feature a separate air/oil system that prevents
air from entering the cartridge for more stable
damping. The forks run with dedicated YZ125specific settings, and give even lighter and more
agile handling characteristics.

The monocross rear suspension system, that the
YZ125 is equipped with, consists of a modern
swingarm, shock and linkage, that is taken from
the YZ-F 4-stroke bikes. This system offers
outstanding shock absorption characteristics
together with good traction for holeshot-winning
performance.

At the heart of this hard-charging lightweight is a
free-revving 125cc, liquid-cooled, 2-stroke engine
equipped with Yamaha’s renowned YPVS system
for increased power. Driving through a closeratio 6-speed transmission, this super-compact
and easy-to-maintain engine can be tuned
with our GYTR kit parts for even more winning
performance.

The YZ85 is a legend in the youth motocross scene. It’s the bike that inspired many
of today’s top professional racers and helped them on their path to MX glory. And
with its punchy performance, the YZ85 is the dirt bike that can turn young riders’
dreams into reality.
The 85cc liquid-cooled 2-stroke engine comes with a Yamaha Power Valve System
(YPVS) that delivers a wide spread of explosive power – giving genuine advantage
over the competition.
And with fully adjustable forks, wave-type front and rear discs and adaptable
ergonomics, the YZ85 has the technology to launch riders all the way to the top.
Plus its sharp styling and factory-inspired graphics show the world you’re serious
about winning.

Icon Blue

Powerful 85cc engine with YPVS
The 85cc liquid cooled engine features the
Yamaha Power Valve System (YPVS) that boosts
overall performance and contributes towards the
bike’s easy to use torque. Running with a high
compression ratio and equipped with a close
ratio 6-speed transmission, the YZ85 delivers
outstanding acceleration with race winning
power.

Plastic resin reed valves and optimized
exhaust
The high-performance reed valve intake and
exhaust systems match the YPVS so that optimum
potential can be achieved as soon as the gate
drops. Plastic resin reed valves and an expansion
chamber deliver controllable power with
explosive acceleration – and a heart-stirring ripple
– exactly when needed, to keep you way ahead of
the competition.

YZ85

Victory. Never given,
always earned.

YZ85

36mm KYB® fully-adjustable forks

Wave-type discs, with rigid brake hoses

Featuring specially machined one-piece tapered
outer tubes to align them well with the rigidity
balance of the frame, and equipped with 36mm
inner tubes, the inverted front forks provide
optimized damping settings. Combined with the
fully adjustable low friction cartridge forks, YZ85
has the most sophisticated front fork design ever
used on a youth YZ motocross bike. Also fitted
with special fork guards, this high-tech front
end is built to master even the most demanding
terrain.

The YZ85’s 220mm front and 190mm rear wavetype discs run cool and provide much needed
self-cleaning for strong stopping power. And
for a balanced feel and precise control the YZ85
features brake hoses with a low expansion
rate, while the front hose’s routing simplifies
maintenance.

YZ65

Welcome to the
victorYZone!

The time has come to get out there and prove yourself on the race track. The
future is all yours. And you know that you’re going to give it 100% in every race. So
you need a bike that delivers winning performance together with proven Yamaha
durability.
That bike is the YZ65 – and it’s been built to the same high standards as Yamaha’s
range of adult race bikes. Its potent 65cc liquid-cooled 6-speed engine features
Yamaha’s race developed YPVS for race-winning power – and the semi-double
cradle steel frame with aluminium subframe is light and strong.
Adjustable 36mm upside down front forks and link-less Monocross rear suspension
give stable handling over rough terrain, and the adjustable handlebar position
enables the YZ65 to grow with you. Equipped with wave discs for powerful
braking, as well as a long comfy seat and high-grip footrests, the YZ65 is equipped
to take you to the VictorYZone!

YZ65

Icon Blue

Smooth and easy to use power

Light and stable handling

Effortless 6-speed transmission

Confident cornering

The punchy developed 65cc liquid cooled engine
is one of the most advanced in its class, and
features a race-developed crankcase reed valve
induction system for instant throttle response. A
key feature is the race-developed YPVS (Yamaha
Power Valve System) that gives smooth torque
and power characteristics, making the YZ65 an
ideal bike for young racers.

The YZ65 is equipped with a new semi-double
cradle steel frame that features an aluminum
subframe, giving light and stable handling and
easy agility. To soak up the harshest bumps
this class-leading motocross bike comes with
36mm KYB upside down front forks, with an
aluminum swing arm and link-less Monocross rear
suspension. These main components combine
to provide stability in the air and consistent lap
times.

The 6-speed transmission features carefully
chosen gear ratios that have been specially
developed to enable the rider to achieve lower
lap times by fully utilising the performance of
the 65cc engine. Yamaha engineers have also
designed the clutch plates and springs to give a
light and easy clutch lever character.

The 36mm KYB upside down front forks underline
the fact that the YZ65 shares the same pure
racing DNA that goes into our other YZ models.
With their excellent rigidity, they give a planted
front-end feel for confident cornering – and
their long-travel tubes are built to soak up the
bumpiest surfaces.

Yamaha bLU cRU program
Yamaha is committed to the future of
motocross, and the company’s extensive
bLU cRU Program aims to assist and nurture
today’s youth riders. Running since 2015, the
YZ bLU cRU FIM Europe Cups are regarded as
one of the leading feeder series in the sport,
and consists of three separate classes for
YZ65, YZ85 and YZ125 riders. In each class,
40 riders will be selected across Europe throughout the Nationals championships - to
ride the Superfinale, where they will live
a unique experience to race into the most
important race in the world: Monster energy
FIM Motocross of Nations. The riders will race
to be selected to the next step of the process,
the bLU cRU Masterclass*.
During the bLU cRU Masterclass, riders
will receive expert tuition from bLU cRU
ambassadors, with guidance from official
Yamaha riders. After three days of training,
one YZ125 rider will join Yamaha’s Official
EMX125 Team for the following season
contesting the full EMX125 championship,
with the winners of the YZ65 and YZ85 classes
earning valuable support from Yamaha.
Ultimately as well as providing many
youngsters in each category with a controlled
and professional environment where they can
develop the skills needed to progress, the YZ
bLU cRU FIM Europe Cups are the first steps
towards being a pro racer. Supporting the new
racing generation of riders is our mission.

* More details can be found at www.yamaha-racing.com/yz-blucru-cup/news/

GYTR® Performance
Products
Genuine Yamaha Technology Racing (GYTR®)
engineers have been bringing bar-gripping,
hair-raising, industry-leading technology
to every performance accessory they’ve
designed for over 40 years.
GYTR accessories are designed in tandem
with your Yamaha. Only with GYTR you can
experience unmatched integration from stateof-the-art materials – that are built to last and
give you an extra edge.
This in-house specialist parts division has been
working closely with factory teams and test
riders to develop and test these performanceenhancing components for your motocross
models, offering a range of parts as well as
full race kits. GYTR accessories are the only
Yamaha-backed, expertly-developed products
made for your Yamaha, by Yamaha.

YZ450F/YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition Accessories

YZ250 Accessories

Slip-on Muffler Titanium
90798-31910-00

GYTR® Ported Cylinder Head
Assembly

YZ125 Accessories

Slip-on Muffler Titanium

Header Pipe Full Titanium

GYTR® Silencer

GYTR® Heavy Flywheel

90798-31820-00

90798-31821-00

1SS-E4753-0E-00

GYT-5NX97-50-50

B2W-E11B0-V0-00

GYTR YZ125 High Performance
Race Kit

YZ85 Accessories

YZ65 Accessories

GYTR® Heavy Rotor

GYTR® YZ85 High Performance Kit

GYTR® Billet Clutch Cover

GYTR® High Performance Race Kit

GYTR® Exhaust Pipe

1SR-E5550-KT-00

B0G-HIPER-KT-20

GYT-5PA35-10-AL

BR8-HIPER-KT-10

BR8-E4610-0E-00

GYTR® Billet Clutch Cover

GYTR® Folding Clutch Lever

GYTR® Billet Clutch Basket

GYTR® Billet Clutch Pressure Plate

GYTR® Silencer

GYTR® MX Glide Plate

GYT-1C335-10-AL

17D-H39B0-V0-00

GYT-5PA56-10-01

GYT-5PA56-20-00

BR8-E4753-0E-00

BR8-F14B0-E0-00

1SR-HIPER-KV-20

GYTR® Billet Clutch Inner Hub

GYTR® Billet Clutch Cover

GYTR® Billet Clutch Inner Hub

GYTR® Clutch Basket

GYT-5XD56-40-00

33D-E54E0-V0-00

B7B-E63C0-V0-00

B7B-E63A0-V0-00

MXGP Replica Front Wheel (1,60’’
x 21’’)

MXGP Replica Rear Wheel (2,15’’
x 19’’)

1SR-F2050-7R-P1

5XC-F2050-9R-P0

GYTR® Camshaft Kit

GYTR® Billet Ignition Cover

GYTR® Radiator Braces

GYTR® Radiator Cages

GYTR® Plastic Chain Guide

Axle Blocks

GYTR® Rear Brake Guard

Holeshot Device

High Seat Foam

Rim Lock Nut

GYTR® Folding Brake Lever

Rear Brake Reservoir Cover

B2W-E21F0-V0-00

BR9-E54G0-V0-00

BR9-E24C0-V0-00

BR9-E24D0-V0-00

17D-F21E0-V0-00

1SR-F1932-0B-L0

1DX-F58F0-V0-00

1SL-F1825-0B-L0

B0G-F4770-20-00

1SL-F2095-0B-L0

BR8-H39A0-V0-00

1SR-F1701-2B-L0

GYTR® High Compression Piston
Kit

GYTR® MX Glide Plate

GYTR® Piston Circlip

Magnetic Oil Drain Bolt

High Flow Air Filter By Twin Air®

Wash Cap Airbox

Factory Racing Seatcover

Plastic Body Kit

BR9-E51C0-EU-00

GYTR® by BRAKING®, Solid Rear
Brake Rotor

Radiator Guards Aluminium

1SM-E2842-T0-00

GYTR® by BRAKING®, Solid Rear
Brake Rotor

Hand Guards Off-Road

BR9-F14B0-V0-00

YMF-4YZ25-03-2T

5PA-E4451-00-00

B09-E4480-E0-00

BR8-F4731-0F-00

BR8-W003A-00-00

B2W-E16A0-V0-00

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

1SL-F58G0-V0-00

B11-F0748-00-BK

1SL-F58G0-V0-00

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

TT-R125LWE
Fun for one, fun for all.
Featuring long-travel suspension, a disc front brake and tough motocross-style
bodywork, the rugged TT-R125LWE is the ideal bike for youth and adult riders who
want an enjoyable and easy to maintain fun bike that can handle any terrain.
At the heart of this durable off roader there’s a compact air-cooled 125cc 4-stroke
engine that delivers plenty of smooth and controllable power. Electric start makes
it easy to get moving, and the 5-speed gearbox enables you to get maximum
enjoyment from the TT-R125LWE – wherever you may go.

TT-R125LWE

Its impressive specification includes long-travel front and rear suspension for
smooth and confident handling – as well as a 220mm front disc brake, impactresistant polypropylene bodywork and a 16-inch front wheel and 19-inch rear
wheel with knobbly tyres. Let the fun begin!

Icon Blue

125 cc 4-stroke engine with 5-speed
gearbox

Rugged long-travel front and rear
suspension

Driven by a 125 cc 4-stroke engine, the TTR125LWE delivers plenty of smooth power for
spirited off-road riding. Being air-cooled, this
punchy little engine requires relatively simple
maintenance, and with a 5-speed gearbox and
manual clutch, both models prepare the rider for
the day when they move up to a more full-sized
motorcycle.

Check out the compact steel frame and rugged
suspension systems and you can see that this is a
seriously capable off-road motorcycle. The sturdy
front forks offer an impressive 180 mm of wheel
travel, while the link-type rear suspension gives
168 mm of movement, allowing the TT-R125LWE
to handle some seriously tough terrain.

.

Front disc brake and rear drum
To handle the TT-R125LWE’s perky performance,
the bike has an efficient 220 mm diameter front
disc brake that allows the rider to reduce speed
with minimum effort. A 110 mm drum brake
delivers smooth stopping power at the rear end,
and for good traction the TT-R125LWE runs on a
chunky, 90-section rear tyre.

Light and tough YZ-inspired Icon Blue
bodywork
The stunning bodywork on the TT-R125LWE was
inspired by our MXGP-winning YZ bikes. Made
from specially-developed polypropylene that
combines low weight with high strength, the
fenders, tank panels and side panels are built to
handle some tough treatment. Finished in Icon
blue, the TT-R125LWE has a genuine race bike
image.

TT-R110E
Small package - big fun!
Featuring rugged Icon Blue motocross-style bodywork and powered by a 4-stroke
engine with rider-friendly features including electric start, easy ergonomics and
a low seat height, the TT-R110E is the ideal fun bike for younger and older riders
and kids moving up from smaller models like the TT-R50E and PW50.
For easy steering and high levels of rider comfort, this great-looking youth bike
features long-travel front forks and Monocross rear suspension – while the 14-inch
front wheel and 12-inch rear wheel feature durable knobbly tyres to handle off
road terrain.

TT-R110E

New and experienced off-road riders will love the smooth and strong performance
of the quiet-running 110cc 4-stroke engine – and with its automatic clutch, the
4-speed gearbox is so easy to use. Key-type ignition gives added security, and low
maintenance features make the TT-R110E so much fun to ride – and easy to own.

Icon Blue

110cc 4-stroke engine with semiautomatic gearbox
The TT-R110E’s punchy and reliable 110cc,
4-stroke engine has been designed for smooth
and strong performance -- making this mid-sized
youth bike a joy to ride. And with its semiautomatic 4-speed gearbox, the TT-R110E is an
ideal choice for new as well as more advanced
riders.

Long-travel front and rear suspension
The TT-R110E is equipped with rugged suspension
systems that are designed to ensure riding
comfort and easy handling when riding off-road.
At the front, the sturdy telescopic forks give 115
mm of wheel movement, while the single-shock
monocross rear suspension offers 110 mm of
smooth and progressive travel.

Smooth-action drum brakes and off-road
tyres

Sharp and lightweight motocross-style
bodywork

For reliable stopping power, the TT-R110E has
drum brakes at the front and rear, and their
simple design makes for easy maintenance.
Special off-road pattern tyres make this mid-sized
youth bike a strong performer in the dirt, while
the 14inch front wheel and 12inch rear wheel
help to handle uneven terrain.

Check out the TT-R110E’s bodywork and it’s
clear that the sharp lines of this stylish 4-stroke
have been inspired by our MXGP-winning YZ race
bikes. Finished in our world-famous Icon Blue
colour scheme, the fenders and fuel tank panels
are made from ultra-tough polypropylene for
minimum weight and maximum strength.

TT-R50E
The fun starts here.
Everything about this TT-R50 mini-bike is designed to ensure a fun experience for
younger kids and their family. An ignition key gives parents added control – and
for easy and enjoyable riding the 50cc 4-stroke electric start engine is equipped
with 3-speed transmission and automatic clutch.
This bike is your kid’s dream come true! The TT-R50E’s rugged and rider-friendly
design includes a low seat height as well as a semi-automatic transmission, making
it the ideal choice for children between 4 and 7 years of age. And there’s no
better way for new riders to have fun while learning how to ride and develop their
machine control skills.

TT-R50E

The good-looking Icon Blue bodywork is inspired by Yamaha’s famous GP-winning
motocross bikes, and with its comfortable ergonomics, long-travel suspension and
knobbly tyres, the TT-R50E is ready to provide many hours of family fun for many
years to come.

Icon Blue

50cc 4-stroke engine with semi-automatic
gearbox

Comfortable long-travel front and rear
suspension

The rider-friendly, stylish little TT-R50E is
equipped with an electric-start, 50cc, 4-stroke
engine. And equipped with a 3-speed gearbox
with automatic clutch it really is one of the
most simple, enjoyable and low-maintenance
motorcycles to operate. And because it cannot be
started without the ignition key, parents can take
full control over its use.

Just like our larger-capacity off-road race bikes,
the TT-R50E features long-travel inverted front
fork and lightweight monocross rear suspension
systems. With 96 mm wheel travel at the front
and 71 mm wheel travel at the rear, the TT-R50E
chassis is built to deliver high levels of riding
comfort together with easy handling on bumpy
off-road surfaces.

Drum brakes and knobbly tyres

YZ-inspired racing-blue bodywork

The TT-R50E features compact drum brakes
for reliable, smooth and predictable stopping
power, allowing new and less experienced riders
to develop their machine control skills. And for
plenty of traction when riding off-road, this
automatic mini-bike runs on 10inch wheel with
wide knobbly tyres at the front and rear.

With its bold Icon Blue bodywork and seat, the
TT-R50E’s styling has been inspired by our larger
MXGP-winning motocross bikes. The rugged front
and rear fenders are manufactured from tough
polypropylene with high levels of flexibility and
impact resistance, and the 3.1-litre fuel tank gives
plenty of riding time before a refuel is needed.

PW50

Start making memories
now!

So much more than a kids’ fun bike! For the last 40 years the much-loved PW50
mini motorcycle has introduced children and their parents to the joy and
excitement that comes with riding off road. And along the way this little Yamaha
has helped to make some fantastic family memories that will last a lifetime.
Everything about this legendary kids’ bike is designed to make riding safe, easy
and enjoyable. There’s a throttle limiter that lets you adjust the top speed, and
the PW50’s compact chassis with plush suspension and low seat height ensure a
comfortable ride with lightweight handling.

PW50

The zippy, fully-automatic 50cc engine delivers smooth acceleration, and the shaft
drive and separate 2-stroke oil tank mean it’s simple to maintain. Designed to fit
into the back of car or small van, the lightweight PW50 is also easy to transport –
and with its Yamaha build quality this premium kids’ bike will give years of family
fun!

Icon Blue

Fully-automatic 50cc 2-stroke engine

Easy-to-adjust throttle limiter

The PW50’s lightweight 50cc 2-stroke air-cooled
engine is designed specifically to suit the needs
of new riders. Smooth and responsive, the fullyautomatic gearbox makes for rider-friendly ‘twistand-go’ performance – and its uncomplicated
technology makes this lightweight mini-bike easy
to maintain.

To make sure that parents have total control over
the PW50’s performance there’s a simple throttle
limiter mechanism. By adjusting a screw you can
reduce or increase throttle movement to suit the
rider’s experience and ability.

Low seat height and user-friendly
controls

Lightweight handling and compact
dimensions

With its low seat height of only 475 mm and a
comfortable and relaxed riding position, new
riders will feel instantly at home on the PW50.
The handlebar layout is similar to a bicycle’s, with
the back brake operated by the left hand and
front brake by the right – making it easy for the
youngest beginners. Just twist the throttle and
the fun begins!

Weighing just 41kg, the PW50 is the lightest and
most compact mini-bike in the Yamaha range.
Equipped with 2.50-10 tyres at the front and rear
and with 60mm front suspension travel and 50mm
rear travel, the compact chassis delivers easy and
agile handling – making it the ideal introduction
to off road motorcycling.

PW50: 40 years of the
“Little Giant”
It’s one of the most famous and best-loved
mini-motorcycles in the world. Many of today’s
adult riders and professional racers had their
first ever powered two-wheel experience
on this legendary model. And 40 years after
making its world debut in the US market, the
timeless PW50 – affectionately known as the
“PeeWee” – is still as popular as ever.
By the late 1970s Yamaha riders had won
three World Motocross Championships. And at
the same time Yamaha’s designers set about
creating a new kind of mini-bike for younger
kids who wanted to emulate their motocross
racing heroes. The PW50 had arrived.
Easy to operate, fun to ride and simple
to maintain, the PW50 continues to make
motorcycling accessible to each new
generation of young children aged 4-7 years.
With a reliable 50cc 2-stroke engine and fully
automatic transmission for ‘twist-and-go’
operation, this is the ideal first bike – and
a throttle limiter enables parents to limit
the top speed to suit the rider’s age and
experience.
40 years on and the PW50 is still a favorite
choice for kids and grown-ups all over the
world. Featuring the same original design
but in Yamaha Icon Blue, this iconic minibike is built to give you years of trouble-free
enjoyment. Many PW50’s have lived with
the same family for generations, creating
fantastic memories that will last forever – and
with over 380,000 units sold in more than 150
countries, this “Little Giant” has created a
legacy to be proud of.

TT-R125LWE Accessories

TT-R50E Accessories

PW50 Accessories

Aluminium Valve Cap Helical
pattern

Aluminium Valve Cap Knurled
Pattern

Seat Skin TT-R50

Yamaha Racing Grip Donuts

Training Wheels

Seat Skin PW50

2JC-F4731-00-00

GYT-5XD22-00-00

2SA-TRNWH-00-00

5PG-F4731-00-00

90338-W1018-BL

90338-W1016-BL

Lock Wire Bracket

Rim Lock Nut

Fuel Filter Off-Road

Lock Wire Bracket

Yamaha Racing Grip Donuts

Sticker Kit PW50

MTS-TLSKT-01-BR

1SL-F2095-0B-L0

1SL-E4620-00-00

MTS-TLSKT-01-BR

GYT-5XD22-00-00

5PG-F4240-00-00

Yamaha Racing Grip Donuts

Tyre Iron Assortment

Yamaha Safety Wire

Yamaha Cam Buckles Tie-downs

MTS-TLSKT-07-07

MTS-TLSKT-01-06

Aluminium Valve Cap Knurled
Pattern

Metric Tool Kit

GYT-5XD22-00-00

ABA-METRC-00-00

ACC-0SS58-40-28

Yamaha Oil Funnel

Yamaha Safety Wire

DBY-ACC50-50-46

MTS-TLSKT-01-06

90338-W1016-BL

Yamaha Sliding T-Driver Set

Yamaha Off-road Work Pad

Tyre Iron Assortment

ACC-0SS58-40-67

YME-ENVIR-00-BL

MTS-TLSKT-07-07

Aluminium Valve Cap Helical
pattern
90338-W1018-BL

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you on the best accessories set-up for your
Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

General Accessories & Garage Items

Lithium Ion Battery Charger EU
Spec

Hand Guards Off-Road

Skid Plate Foam

B11-F0748-00-BK

YME-E1440-00-00

GYTR® Brake Line Pinch

GYTR® Billet Offset Axle Blocks

Rear Wheel Spacer Blue 25mm

GYT-1P818-15-00

33D-F53M0-V0-00

5XC-F2051-9B-L0

GYTR® Rear Brake Clevis

Quick Release Air Bleeders

Hour & Tacho Meter

5XC-F72A0-V0-00

DBY-ACC56-34-66

ENG-METER-4C-01

Metric Tool Kit
ABA-METRC-00-00

Radiator Gauze
YME-17775-90-00

ACC-0SS58-40-30

YME-YECTM-29-EU

Yamaha Ratcheting Tie-downs

Above is a selection of bolt-on accessories available. Please contact your local Yamaha dealer for a full list of accessories and to advise you
on the best accessories set-up for your Yamaha. Full list of accessories is also available on our website.

MX Gear Collection

Paddock Blue Collection

Featuring a striking style that’s been inspired by some of Yamaha’s classic
MX designs from the past, and manufactured from durable materials,
Yamaha’s MX Gear range includes an adult jersey, pants, bodywarmer,
gloves and cap – and there’s also a matching kid’s line that includes a
jersey, pants, gloves and cap to give you that full Yamaha look.

Paddock Blue is Yamaha’s smart yet casual clothing collection that feels
comfortable in any situation. Inspired by the spirit of racing, it’s the
clothing of choice for many of Yamaha’s race teams. And with a wide range
of products on offer, the Paddock Blue and Paddock Blue Camo collections
can be worn from the race track to the city!

Off Road - MX

Paddock Blue

Off-Road Bodywarmer - Adult

Off-Road Riding Pants - Adult

Off-Road Jersey - Adult

A19-RJ115-E1-0L

A19-RP107-E1-34

A19-RT113-E1-0L

Paddock Blue Men’s Long-sleeved
T-Shirt

Paddock Blue Men’s Softshell

Paddock Blue Men’s Hybrid Jacket

B20-FJ102-E1-0L

B20-FJ103-E1-0L

B20-FT112-E1-0L

Off-Road Gloves - Adult

Off-Road Cap - Adult

Off-Road Riding Pants - Junior

Paddock Blue Men’s Bodywarmer

Paddock Blue Men’s Camo Hoody

A19-RG105-E1-0L

N19-FH101-E0-00

A19-RP407-E1-14

B20-FJ105-E1-0L

B20-FT106-E1-0L

Off-Road Jersey - Kids / Junior

Off-Road Gloves - Kids / Junior

Off-Road Cap - Kids

Paddock Blue Female Camo T-Shirt

Paddock Blue Kids Camo Hoody

Paddock Blue Kids Camo T-Shirt

A19-RT413-E1-14

A19-RG405-E0-10

N19-FH401-E0-00

B20-FT201-E1-0S

B20-FT407-E1-12

B20-FT402-E1-12

Above is a selection of apparel and accessories. Please contact your official Yamaha dealer for the complete collection, or visit https://
www.yamaha-motor.eu/eu/accessories/apparel/index.aspx#/

Specifications
YZ450F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition

YZ450F

YZ250F Monster Energy Yamaha Racing Edition

Engine type
Displacement
Bore x stroke

YZ250F

YZ250

YZ125

liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, rear ward slanting single cylinder,
DOHC

2-stroke, Single cylinder, liquid-cooled, reed valve with YPVS

2-stroke, liquid-cooled, Forward-inclined single cylinder, reed valve
with YPVS

Engine

Engine

Engine type

liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, rear ward slanting single cylinder,
DOHC

liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, rear ward slanting single cylinder,
DOHC

liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, 4-valves, rear ward slanting single cylinder,
DOHC

450cc

450cc

250cc

Displacement

250cc

249cc

125cc

Bore x stroke

77.0 mm x 53.6 mm

66.4 mm x 72.0 mm

54.0 mm x 54.5 mm
8.6 ~ 10.7 : 1

97.0 mm x 60.8 mm

97.0 mm x 60.8 mm

77.0 mm x 53.6 mm

13.0 : 1

13.0 : 1

13.8 : 1

13.8 : 1

8.9 ~ 10.6 : 1

Maximum power

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum power

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum Torque

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum Torque

n/a

n/a

n/a

Compression ratio

Lubrication system
Clutch Type

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet sump

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Compression ratio

Lubrication system
Clutch Type

Wet sump

Premix

Premix

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, multiple-disc coil spring

Wet, multiple-disc coil spring

Ignition system

TCI

TCI

TCI

Ignition system

TCI

CDI

CDI

Starter system

Electric

Electric

Electric

Starter system

Electric

Kick

Kick

5-speed, Constant Mesh

5-speed, Constant Mesh

5-speed, Constant Mesh

5-speed, Constant Mesh

5-speed, Constant Mesh

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Final transmission

Chain

Chain

Chain

Final transmission

Chain

Chain

Chain

Fuel consumption

n/a

n/a

n/a

Fuel consumption

n/a

n/a

n/a

CO2 emission

n/a

n/a

n/a

CO2 emission

n/a

n/a

n/a

Carburettor

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Fuel Injection

Carburettor

Fuel Injection

Keihin PWK38S/1

Mikuni TMX38

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

26º55

26º55

26.5º

26.5º

27º 40”

26º

120mm

120mm

119mm

119mm

122mm

109mm

Front suspension system

Upside-down telescopic fork

Upside-down telescopic fork

Upside-down telescopic fork

Front suspension system

Upside-down telescopic fork

Upside-down telescopic fork

Upside-down telescopic fork

Rear suspension system

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Rear suspension system

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Front travel

310 mm

310 mm

310 mm

Front travel

310 mm

300 mm

300 mm

Rear Travel

317 mm

317 mm

317 mm

Rear Travel

317 mm

315 mm

315 mm

Front brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø270 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø270 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø270 mm

Front brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø270 mm

Single Disc, Ø270 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø250 mm
Hydraulic single disc, Ø245 mm

Transmission system

Chassis

Chassis
Frame
Caster Angle
Trail

Transmission system

Frame
Caster Angle
Trail

Rear brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø240 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø240 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø240 mm

Rear brake

Hydraulic single disc, Ø240 mm

Single Disc, Ø245 mm

Front tyre

80/100-21 51M

80/100-21 51M

80/100 - 21 51M

Front tyre

80/100 - 21 51M

80/100-21 51M

80/100-21 51M

Rear tyre

110/90-19 62M

110/90-19 62M

100/90 - 19 57M

Rear tyre

100/90 - 19 57M

110/90-19 62M

100/90-19 57M

2,185 mm

2,185 mm

2175 mm

Overall length

2175 mm

2,185 mm

2137 mm

825 mm

Overall width

825 mm

825 mm

825 mm

1285 mm

1,290 mm

1295 mm

Dimensions

Dimensions
Overall length
Overall width

825 mm

825 mm

1,285 mm

1,285 mm

1285 mm

Overall height

Seat height

965 mm

965 mm

970 mm

Seat height

970 mm

970 mm

975 mm

Wheel base

1,485 mm

1,485 mm

1475 mm

Wheel base

1475 mm

1,485 mm

1445 mm

330 mm

330 mm

335 mm

Minimum ground clearance

335 mm

360 mm

363 mm

112 kg

112 kg

106 kg

106 kg

103 kg

94 kg

6.2litres

6.2litres

6.2L

Fuel tank capacity

6.2L

8.0litres

8.0L

0.90litres

0.90litres

0.95L

Oil tank capacity

0.95L

0.8litres

0.7L

Overall height

Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)
Fuel tank capacity
Oil tank capacity

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

Specifications
YZ85

YZ65

TT-R125LWE

Engine type
Displacement
Bore x stroke

TT-R110E

TT-R50E

PW50
2-stroke, air-cooled, Forward-inclined single cylinder, reed valve

Engine

Engine
2-stroke, Single cylinder, liquid-cooled, reed valve
84.7cc

2-stroke, liquid-cooled, reed valve with YPVS
65cc

4-stroke, air-cooled, 2-valves, SOHC

4-stroke, air-cooled, 2-valves, SOHC

124cc

Displacement

110cc

49cc

49cc

Bore x stroke

51.0 x 54.0 mm

36.0 x 48.6 mm

40.0 mm x 39.2 mm
6.0 : 1

Single cylinder, 4-stroke, air-cooled, 2-valves, SOHC

Engine type

47.5 mm x 47.8 mm

43.5 mm x 43.6 mm

54.0 x 54.0 mm

8.1 : 1

8.1 : 1

10.0 : 1

9.3 : 1

9.5 : 1

Maximum power

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum power

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum Torque

n/a

n/a

n/a

Maximum Torque

n/a

n/a

n/a

Compression ratio

Lubrication system

Compression ratio

Lubrication system

Wet sump

Wet sump

Separate lubrication

Wet, Multiple Disc, Centrifugal automatic

Wet, Muliple-disc and centrifugal automatic

Wet, Centrifugal automatic

Premix

Premix

Wet sump

Wet, multiple-disc coil spring

Wet, Multiple Disc

Wet, Multiple Disc

Ignition system

CDI

CDI (digital)

CDI

Ignition system

CDI

CDI

CDI

Starter system

Kick

Kick

Electric and kick

Starter system

Electric and kick

Electric

Kick

Clutch Type

Transmission system

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

Constant Mesh, 6-speed

5-speed, Constant Mesh

Final transmission

Chain

Chain

Chain

Clutch Type

Transmission system

Constant Mesh, 4-speed

Constant Mesh, 3-speed

n/a

Final transmission

Chain

Chain

Shaft
n/a

Fuel consumption

n/a

n/a

n/a

Fuel consumption

n/a

n/a

CO2 emission

n/a

n/a

n/a

CO2 emission

n/a

n/a

n/a

Carburettor

Keihin PWK28/1

Carburettor

Mikuni VM16/1

Carburettor

Carburettor

Carburettor

Mikuni VM12/1

Semi double cradle

Semi double cradle

Diamond

Steel tube backbone

Steel tube backbone

Steel tube backbone

27º

26.25º

28º30

26º

25º30

25º

106mm

63.5mm

107mm

60 mm

34 mm

50mm

Front suspension system

Upside-down telescopic fork

Telescopic forks

Telescopic forks

Front suspension system

Telescopic forks

Telescopic fork

Telescopic forks

Rear suspension system

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Swingarm

Swingarm, (link suspension)

Rear suspension system

Swingarm, monocross

Swingarm

Unit Swing

Front travel

275 mm

215 mm

180 mm

Front travel

115 mm

96 mm

60 mm

Rear Travel

287 mm

270 mm

110 mm

Rear Travel

110 mm

71 mm

50 mm

Front brake

Single Disc, Ø220 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø198 mm

Hydraulic Disc, Ø220 mm

Front brake

Drum, Ø95 mm

Drum, Ø80 mm

Mechanical leading trailing drum brake
Mechanical leading trailing drum brake

Chassis

Chassis
Frame
Caster Angle
Trail

Frame
Caster Angle
Trail

Rear brake

Single Disc, Ø190 mm

Hydraulic single disc, Ø190 mm

Mechanical leading trailing drum brake

Rear brake

Drum, Ø110 mm

Drum, Ø80 mm

Front tyre

70/100-19 42M

60/100-14 Maxxis® Maxxcross SI®

70/100-19 42M

Front tyre

2.50-14 4PR

2.50-10 4PR

2.50-10 4PR

Rear tyre

90/100-16 52M

80/100-12 Maxxis® Maxxcross SI®

90/100-16 52M

Rear tyre

3.00-12 4PR

2.50-10 4PR

2.50-10 4PR

1,903 mm

1615 mm

1,885 mm

Overall length

1,565 mm

1,305 mm

1,245 mm

795 mm

Overall width

680 mm

595 mm

610 mm

1,085 mm

Overall height

920 mm

795 mm

705 mm

Dimensions

Dimensions
Overall length
Overall width
Overall height

758 mm

760 mm

1,156 mm

1000 mm

Seat height

904 mm

755 mm

805 mm

Seat height

670 mm

555 mm

475 mm

Wheel base

1,286 mm

1140 mm

1,270 mm

Wheel base

1,080 mm

925 mm

855 mm

393 mm

265 mm

295 mm

180 mm

135 mm

95 mm

73 kg

61 kg

90 kg

72 kg

58 kg

41 kg

Fuel tank capacity

5.0litres

3.5L

6.0litres

Fuel tank capacity

3.8litres

3.1litres

2.0litres

Oil tank capacity

0.5litres

0.5L

1.2litres

Oil tank capacity

1.0litres

1.0litres

0.30litres

Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

Specifications are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulations and legislation.

Minimum ground clearance
Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank)

Yamaha Offers You
YOU is a full range of premium services that
makes every aspect of buying and owning a
Yamaha even easier. We want to ensure that
you always have an enjoyable experience
whenever you come across a Yamaha product.

Yamaha Motor Insurance

Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty

Yamaha Motor Extended Warranty

Yamaha Motor Insurance is designed specifically for
Yamaha owners, and simplifies the whole process of
getting cover for your Yamaha vehicle.

When you buy any new Yamaha you can be sure that
premium quality and class leading reliability come as
standard. And you will also benefit from the added
reassurance of a full Yamaha Motor Factory Warranty
that covers all parts and labour costs in the unlikely
event that your Yamaha requires any unforeseen
repairs. *

We want to make sure that you get maximum
enjoyment from your new Yamaha, so upon your
purchase Yamaha offers a Yamaha Motor Extended
Warranty, to experience carefree riding and the added
peace of mind that comes with up to 36 months extra
warranty cover! *

The range of top quality products covers all aspects of
Yamaha ownership, and provides you with high levels
of protection at competitive rates, giving you peace of
mind for more enjoyable, worry free riding.
With Yamaha Motor Insurance you benefit from an
exclusive scheme and can expect a first class service
from our dedicated team. *

YOU services make the purchase of every
Yamaha more accessible – and Yamaha owners
can benefit from the peace of mind that comes
with every YOU product.
Take a closer look at the range of YOU
services, and you’ll see that it is more than
buying a Yamaha, but the beginning of a long
and lasting relationship.

* Terms and conditions apply. Please contact your local dealer for more information.

Be Smart. Keep it Genuine.
To ensure that your Yamaha delivers optimum
performance with long-term reliability, we
recommend that you always use Yamaha
Genuine Parts. Our high-quality spare parts
comply with proven safety standards, fit
perfectly and have a high resistance to wear giving you peace of mind.
By using an Official Yamaha Dealer
for servicing, you can be sure that all
maintenance is carried out by highly skilled
Yamaha Technicians using Genuine Parts and
Yamalube products.
Our technicians are regularly trained at the
Yamaha Technical Academy, giving them the
expert knowledge and in-depth experience
needed to keep your Yamaha in factory-fresh
condition. For more detailed information
please consult your local Yamaha dealer or
visit our website.

A Liquid Engine
Component
At Yamaha we appreciate that our products
instill a unique pride of ownership amongst
our customers, and in recognition of their
loyalty to the brand we have developed
the Yamalube range of lubrication and
maintenance care products.
Our Yamaha engineers consider oil as a liquid
engine component that is one of the most
important parts of your Yamaha engine.
Choosing Yamalube really does make a
difference.
By always using Yamalube you can be sure
that your engine has the potential to run at
peak performance, and deliver the durability
and reliability that you expect from every
Yamaha. We also manufacture a range of care
products that keep your pride and joy in tiptop conditions. Your local Yamaha dealer can
advise you on the best Yamalube product for
your Yamaha or visit our website.

www.yamaha-motor.eu

Follow us on:

Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. filial Sverige
Uddvägen 7, 131 54 Nacka
Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. filial Norge
Sjøskogveien 5, 1429 Vinterbro

Dealer

Yamaha Motor Danmark, filial af Yamaha Motor Europe N.V,. Holland
C.F. Tietgens Boulevard 30. 1 th. DK-5220 Odense SØ

Always wear a helmet, eye protection and protective clothing. Yamaha encourage you to ride safely and respect fellow riders
and the environment. Images shown in this brochure depict professional riders performing under controlled conditions.
Specifications and appearance of Yamaha products as shown here are subject to change without notice and may vary
according to requirements and conditions. For further details, please consult your Yamaha dealer.
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